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Integrated Silicon Optoelectronics synthesizes topics from optoelectronics and microelectronics. The book concentrates on silicon as the major base of modern semiconductor devices and circuits. Starting from the basics of optical emission and absorption, as well as from the device physics of photodetectors, the aspects of the integration of photodetectors in modern bipolar, CMOS, and BiCMOS technologies are discussed. Detailed descriptions of fabrication technologies and applications of optoelectronic integrated circuits are included. The book, furthermore, contains a review of the newest state of research on eagerly anticipated silicon light emitters. In order to cover the topics comprehensively, also included are integrated waveguides, gratings, and optoelectronic power devices. Numerous elaborate illustrations facilitate and enhance comprehension. This extended edition will be of value to engineers, physicists, and scientists in industry and at universities. The book is also recommended to graduate students specializing on microelectronics or optoelectronics.
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Statistical and Machine Learning Approaches for Network Analysis (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Explore the multidisciplinary nature of complex networks through machine learning techniques


	Statistical and Machine Learning Approaches for Network Analysis provides an accessible framework for structurally analyzing graphs by bringing together known and novel approaches on graph classes and graph measures for...
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Delicious Sourdough Bread Recipes: The Only Sourdough Cookbook You Will Ever NeedIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you a bread lover but find that it makes you bloated and constipated? Do you want to eat bread even when you are on a diet? If you have answered yes to any of these questions, this sourdough recipe cookbook is exactly what you need.

	

	Sourdough is full of healthy goodness that will provide you with all the nutrients your...
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Introduction to TornadoO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Walk through the basics of Tornado, the high-performance web server known for its speed, simplicity, and scalability on projects large and small. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to use Tornado’s acclaimed features by working with several example applications. You also get best practices for using Tornado in the...
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The Definitive Business Pitch: How to Make the Best Pitches, Proposals And Presentations (Financial Times Series)Trans-Atlantic Publications, 2007

	Good ideas don't sell themselves. In today's business world it's no longer just sales people who are responsible for winning business. Many people, from TV producers to landscape gardeners, consultants to builders, need to employ convincing communication skills to win clients and commissions. Even managers within a business have...
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Wireless Communications over MIMO Channels: Applications to CDMA and Multiple Antenna SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Mobile radio communications are evolving from pure telephony systems to multimedia
platforms offering a variety of services ranging from simple file transfers and audio and
video streaming, to interactive applications and positioning tasks. Naturally, these services
have different constraints concerning data rate, delay, and...
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Adult Reconstruction (Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written by leading experts from the Mayo Clinic, this volume of our Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series presents all the information residents need on hip, knee, shoulder, and elbow reconstruction in adults. It can easily be read cover to cover during a rotation or used for quick reference before a patient workup or...
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